BERWICK-UPON-TWEED TO NEWCASTLE-UPON-TYNE
MONDAY 9 SEPTEMBER 2019

STAGE THREE
This September the world’s top teams and riders will be racing along roads near you in the OVO Energy Tour of Britain. Come and watch along Stage Three in the North of Tyne region.

The OVO Energy Tour of Britain, the nation’s biggest and most prestigious professional bike race, will be showcasing 120 of the world’s best cyclists across eight challenging stages, and best of all it is FREE to attend.

The stage will start from the centre of Berwick-upon-Tweed, crossing the Grade I listed Berwick Bridge and out into the beautiful Northumberland countryside before racing along the coast, passing Bamburgh and Warkworth castles, that are always popular as photo backdrop to the OVO Energy Tour of Britain.

Stage Three heads through North Tyneside, passing the coastal routes of Whitley Bay, Tynemouth and North Shields and then into Newcastle city centre for the finish, where there will be big screens and our Tour Village for spectators to enjoy.

Whether it is getting up close to the star riders at the start in Berwick-upon-Tweed, joining the crowds and watching the race pass through the many towns and villages on route, or experiencing the thrills and excitement of a spectacular uphill city centre finish on Grey Street in Newcastle, there is something for everyone on this stage.

Find out where you can get a road-side view for Stage Three on Monday 9 September, and when the riders will be passing here: northoftyne-tob.co.uk

Watch all of the action with live coverage and highlights of every stage on: itv4